SAFETY CONNECTION AND INTERNATIONAL
SOS TRAVELTRACKER INTEGRATION

KEEP TRAVELERS SAFE
For many security and management teams it takes too long to gather data from multiple systems with often
conflicting results to answer critical questions like:
Are my employees safe?

KEY INTEGRATION BENEFITS

Which employees need help?

Use International SOS TravelTracker Itinerary (Air,
Hotel, Rail, and Ferry) data within Everbridge Safety
Connection to:

Who else from my company is headed to a
potentially dangerous situation?
Then they might have to rely on different
communications systems to reach employees who
are in harm’s way.
Everbridge and International SOS have partnered to
make it faster and easier for organizations to ensure
their local, remote and traveling employees are
safe. The integration between Safety Connection
and International SOS TravelTracker enables
organizations to quickly locate employees based on
their travel itineraries and reach them using the best
available contact information.

+ Contact all employees using either Everbridge
Safety Connection or International SOS
TravelTracker
+ Access the most accurate information on who is in
or headed towards harm’s way
+ Enrich employee contact data from travel
itineraries and other location data to improve
communication
+ Reach employees around the world using the most
reliable global, local and mobile communications
methods
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SAFETY CONNECTION AND INTERNATIONAL
SOS TRAVELTRACKER INTEGRATION
KEEP EMPLOYEES INFORMED
+ Quickly locate and identify people in harm’s way
+ Warn people heading toward potentially
dangerous situations
+ Know who is in the building and communicate with
them in case of location-based emergencies.
+ Automate communications, collaboration and
response activities
+ Target outreach via SMS text, voice, mobile app,
digital signage or desktop alerts
+ Instantly trigger a personal SOS alert to send a
message to your security team

ABOUT INTERNATIONAL SOS
Protecting your people’s health and safety is our priority. International SOS is the world’s leading medical
and travel security risks services company. We care for clients across the globe, from more than 1000
locations in 90 countries and more than 11,000 dedicated employees including 1,400 doctors and 200
security specialists. Teams work night and day to protect our members. Our TravelTracker solution helps
prepare, assist and communicate with travelers and international assignees.
About Everbridge
Everbridge is a leading unified critical communications platform trusted by corporations and communities of all sizes that need to reach the right people for
immediate action, collaboration, and decision-making. Connecting millions of people and internet-connected devices, the company provides reassurance that
secure, compliant messages are delivered, locally and globally, received and responded to, no matter the recipient’s location. Everbridge is based in Boston, Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Beijing and London.
For a full product description, along with best practices and product details please see the Everbridge User Guide and Everbridge University.
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